Abstract: Information technology (IT) security has become a major concern due to the growing demand for information and massive development of client/server applications for various types of applications running on modern IT infrastructure. How has security been taken into account and which paradigms are necessary to minimize security issues while increasing efficiency, reducing the influence on transmissions, ensuring protocol independency and achieving substantial performance? We have found cryptography to be an absolute security mechanism for client/server architectures, and in this study, a new security design was developed with the MODBUS protocol, which is considered to offer phenomenal performance for future development and enhancement of real IT infrastructure. This study is also considered to be a complete development because security is tested in almost all ways of MODBUS communication. The computed measurements are evaluated to validate the overall development, and the results indicate a substantial improvement in security that is differentiated from conventional methods.
SCADA protocols, such as MODBUS, Distributed network protocol 3 (DNP3) and Fieldbus, and these are transmitted to target devices using TCP/IP protocols over the Internet. SCADA protocols are usually specified as proprietary protocols but open connectivity with TCP/IP protocols and/or with other networks has made these (protocols) non-proprietary.
Open connectivity is important for MODBUS protocol to fulfill the demands for communication of end users and SCADA-based industrial equipment. However, TCP/IP protocols also suffer from several vulnerabilities to attacks, such as denial of service (DoS), packet sniffing, spoofing, process table, TCP sequence number generation, IP half scan attacks and others [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] 48, 49] . Security mechanisms, including SSL/TLS, SHH and IPSec, have been employed but these solutions have a limitation in terms of the communication protocol dependencies and security dependencies of the cryptography that has been implemented [25, 29, 30] .
We can conclude from the above security analysis that an inclusive security mechanism is required to not only address the end-to-end phenomenon but also to provide security improvements and to also improve the outlook on security in the future. In this study, a cryptography mechanism is used as an inclusive security solution(s) and is deployed in the MODBUS message protocol before the transmission is sent over open protocols (such as TCP/IP) or other networks. We scrutinized the proposed security measure, and found it to be adequate in replacing other end-to-end solutions. Symmetric and asymmetric algorithms were selected from the most prominent algorithms in the area of cryptography. Although end users could be able to deploy and test other cryptography algorithms, we employed Advanced Encryption Standard (AES), Rivest-Shamir-Adleman cryptosystem (RSA) and Secure Hash Algorithm (SHA-2) algorithms in this study. The main goal of this study is to deploy and test security for every possible communication over the SCADA/MODBUS protocol. This study therefore has the following main goals.
i. To develop an inclusive security solution for the MODBUS messaging protocol, the original MODBUS protocol design is used, and the security functions were deployed in the protocol messaging stack before transmission over open networks. A new cryptography buffer (CB) was designed, deployed and configured for use with the MODBUS protocol messages during open connectivity and during transmission, meaning that CB is employed on both sides of the communication and its function fields are integrated with messages during transmission. ii. The CB contains a number of fields that are used to keep track of the security developments as well as the MODBUS messaging details. Several intelligent functions have been employed to monitor security developments and sensitive information during transmission. iii. Security is an important part of MODBUS protocol communications, such as unicasting, broadcasting and multicasting (treated as optional). Therefore, security has been designed according to the communication requirements of the SCADA/MODBUS protocol. With respect to security development, cryptographic algorithms are designed according to the given requirements without affecting communication(s), and the corresponding changes are also made in the cryptography buffer (CB) in order to achieve the desired goals. iv. MODBUS attack scenarios are created in order to test the level of security, and built-in predominant attack tools were employed for a potential attack to detect attacks in transmissions and to examine the corresponding security.
v. The results of the security performance were computed, analyzed and compared against existing end-to-end security developments, and these were also compared in the absence of the security developments.
The rest of this research paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the MODBUS protocol, and Section 3 describes MODBUS messaging on TCP/IP. In Section 4, a security development is made with formal proof, and the cryptography buffer is deployed in Section 5. The testing setup is established and the performance is computed in Section 6. Section 7 provides a comparison, and the significance of the study is discussed in Section 8. Section 9 provides the conclusion and future research.
SCADA MODBUS Protocol
MODBUS is one of the prominent protocols used in SCADA communication, and it provides services for message exchange between field devices and other SCADA system applications, such as human-machine interface (HMI) and/or user made software. In general, MODBUS protocol is situated in layer-7 of the OSI model, and it provides an application layer for message services that has also been designated as an application layer messaging protocol. Typically, MODBUS provides request and response message services for the SCADA client/server architecture and whatever media access control (MAC) has been employed at the data link layer (or layer-2) of the seven-layer OSI model [1, [5] [6] [7] . In the SCADA/MODBUS client/server architecture, four types of message services are used between field devices as follows [1, 6] :
i. MODBUS Request Messages, usually the main controller initiates the transmission and sends the request message to the sub-controllers or field devices in the SCADA system. ii. MODBUS Response Messages, field devices are configured to generate and transmit a response back to the main controller that has requested local circumstances. iii. MODBUS Message Confirmation, upon receiving a response at the site of the main controller, a confirmation message is transmitted to the sub-controller(s). iv. MODBUS Message indications, field controllers generate indication messages that show that the request messages have been received.
In the above message services, we used the client as a main controller (MC) and servers as sub-controllers (SCs). In the SCADA system, a request is usually generated at the main controller site (or server site) and a response should be transmitted from the site of the sub-controller(s). The sub-controllers are directly/in-directly connected with the physical world using sensors, actuators and other programmable logical controllers (PLCs) [1, [5] [6] [7] . The MODBUS client/server communication is visualized in Figure 1 .
For layer 7, the MODBUS protocol requires some additional assistance in its lower layers in sequence to transmit the message. In general, the MODBUS messaging protocol employs a master/slave two-layer protocol that transmits data bytes in a serial format in a half duplex mode over modem links, such as RS-232, RS-485 (or Bell 202 or MAP). Nowadays, the MODBUS protocol employs TCP/IP protocols and Ethernet technology to transmit data between the main controller and the sub-controller(s) and vice versa. TCP/IP provides an interaction of the facilities and makes it possible for the MODBUS frames to travel over the routed networks. Here issues may arise as a result of the connectivity between the MODBUS protocol and the TCP protocol. In order to resolve this issue, an additional layer has been added to map the MODBUS application layer to the TCP protocol. This additional layer (or sub-layer, as used in the original documentation of the MODBUS protocol) performs a function that encapsulates the MODBUS protocol data unit (PDU) into a TCP/IP frame. Thus, the MODBUS PDU travels as a TCP/IP packet over the transmission media and/or the Internet [1, [5] [6] [7] . The connectivity of the MODBUS protocol with the TCP/IP protocol is shown in Figure 2 .
For example, the preliminary main controller initiates communication with the connected sub-controller (SC). Then, the MODBUS messaging protocol generates a message or a protocol data unit (PDU) that contains function code and data requests. For Layer 4, the PDU is encapsulated into the TCP/IP packet that makes it possible for the MODBUS PDU to travels over the network (in a client/server architecture). At the data link layer, the PDU is converted into an application data unit (ADU) by adding some network fields, such as the corresponding network addresses. At the other side, a request message is received and a response message is then generated by employing the same phenomena for the main controller (MC). The error detection codes are added in the request/response APU at Layer 2, which performs error detection during transmission [1, 6] . 
MODBUS Protocol Message Structure
For the MODBUS messaging protocol, a protocol data unit (PDU) is generated by adding function code and requesting data. Then, the data is further converted to an application data unit (ADU) by adding two more fields: an address field and an error check field [1, 6] . Figure 3 shows the detailed fields of the MODBUS protocol with occupied bytes. i. Address Field: This field contains one byte of information and is designated as the first field of the request/response frames in the MODBUS protocol. The addresses, including that for the main controller and sub-controllers, are specified to identify the controllers for which the request/response is being directed to or from. The address range from 1 to 247 is allocated for each controller. However, the addresses are limited according to the network demands (or by the number of nodes configured in network). Usually, one main controller and 2-3 sub-controllers have been configured at a time for the MODBUS protocol implementation [1, 6] . MODBUS defines four basic data types, including coils, discrete inputs, input registers and holding registers, and the address range for these data types is listed in Table 1 . ii. Function Field: This field is considered as an important field in the MODBUS protocol frame, and the purpose of the message or frame is defined in this field through the use of various functions, such as read input status, read output status, and others. The required function code is added in the request message (or frame) that identifies the meaning of the message, and an operation can be performed at the target device. At the sub-controller, if the connected PLC or sensor can perform the operation enclosed in the main controller request message, then the response frame echoes its function code according to the request message. If this is not possible, a request message function field will be echoed, plus one is set as the most significant bit [1, 6] . During the message exchange, the specification is defined in the function field and the target device (or the field device/sub-controller) and an action will be performed according to these. In this study, the "field device" keywords are used in-place of the target device as is defined from the MODBUS protocol documentation. The main controller is employed to initiate a request message and response frames will be generated from the field device(s). The main function of the support codes for the MODBUS protocol and their corresponding descriptions are shown in Table 2 in hexadecimal format.
i. Data Field: This is a field of random bytes, and its length depends on the function code that is specified in the function field of the MODBUS protocol message frame. During communication, the main controller specifies the function code and the other information that belongs to the data field in the request message that should be performed at the target while the field device responds to the frame according to a request from the main controller [1, 6] .
ii. Error Check Field: This is the last field in the MODBUS message/frame that contains two bytes of information. This is an error checking (or testing) field that employs a cyclic redundancy check (CRC) to compute the numeric value of the message (or frame). The numeric code detects errors and fortuitous changes to the message frame during transmission [1, 6] . The section below presents details related to the MODBUS protocol messaging service over the TCP/IP protocols. The main components have been considered and are explained to understand the communication flow and are to be further deployed and employed in the development section.
MODBUS Messaging on TCP/IP
The MODBUS protocol messaging service provides real time communication between field devices that are geographically located at a distance over the Internet. The MODBUS protocol consists of an OSI application layer messaging protocol and base with a client/server architecture model. The interconnectivity between various field devices can be achieved by employing the TCP/IP protocols that provide messaging services over the Internet. Communication is initiated at the main controller by building an application data unit (ADU), and function codes are placed to define the MODBUS messaging meaning and the actions that shall be taken by the target device [1, [5] [6] [7] .
In Figure 4 , a header that is referred to as the MODBUS application protocol header (MBAP) is employed to identify the MODBUS ADU while the data is carried over the TCP/IP network, either as a request message or as a response frame. This header creates some functional differences in comparison to the MODBUS serial line application data unit (ADU). A few of these are described as follows [1, [5] [6] [7] :
• In the MODBUS serial line, a "Unit Identifier" byte is used in-place of the slave address field in the MBAP header, and it is employed to communicate with network devices including routers, gateways and bridges that are usually configured with a single Internet protocol (IP) address to support several individual MODBUS field devices.
• During transmission, the main controller/sub-controller verifies the content of the messages that were sent, such as a request message and response message. A function code is enough if a fixed-size MODBUS protocol data unit (PDU) has been generated. Otherwise, a one-byte counter is added in the data field in the case where a variable amount of data was carried by the function codes. • During MODBUS messaging over TCP/IP, additional information is accounted for in the MBAP header that should indicate the target device is full and to identify the multiple packets that have been received during the transmission or in-case the messages have been divided into several packets for the MODBUS TCP/IP transmission. Several implicit/explicit safety rules and computed CRC codes have been employed for the MODBUS messages (such as request and response messages) that result in a minor possibility of unexposed corruption. Typically, the size of the MBAP header is seven bytes in length and contains four fields that identify the MODBUS ADU over the TCP/IP protocols [1, [5] [6] [7] . Figure 5 visualizes the MBAP header field with the occupied bytes. i. Transaction Identifier: This field is two bytes in length, and is employed for transaction pairing purposes. In the response message, the field device places the transaction identifier of the main controller request. ii. Protocol Identifier: This field contains two bytes and is employed for intra-system multiplexing.
A value of "0" is placed to identify the MODBUS message protocol. iii. Length: The length field occupies two bytes, and these are employed to count the bytes of the fields including the unit identifier field and the data field. iv. Unit Identifier: This field contains one byte of information that is employed for intra-system routing between the MODBUS serial line and the TCP/IP networks (via the allocated 502 port). During transmission, the main controller places (or sets) the field value in the request message and the field device (or sub-controller) must transmit the response with the same value set. 
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Functional Description: MODBUS Architecture Model and TCP/IP Stack
A number of components and corresponding functions have been employed to define the MODBUS communication architecture as well as the connectivity with the TCP/IP stack and other messaging services [1, 5] . Figure 6 illustrates the MODBUS messaging architectural model with the corresponding TCP/IP connectivity. 
Communication Application Layer
The end user interfaces or main controller/sub-controller interfaces for MODBUS protocol are designed to provide graphical facilities to manipulate messages, such as a request from the main controller and a response from the sub-controller and vice versa. The MODBUS backend interface is used to permit indirect access to the user application objects, and the four main areas including the input discrete, output discrete, input registers and output registers that are formulated by this interface and pre-mapping functions are required have to be conducted between the backend interface and the user data [1, 5] .
i. MODBUS Client and Interface: In this study, we have used a main controller as the client and have achieved an improved MODBUS transmission with a user application that is permitted to control the overall information being exchanged with the target device. The main controller interface is designed to provide and visualizes basic parameters that are required by the user application to generate request messages and to access the MODBUS services and/or its objects. ii. MODBUS Server and Interface: The field device or sub-controller is designated as a server that generates response messages back to the main controller. Typically, the client sends a request message and the server will reply accordingly, but in a MODBUS transmission the response is transmitted from the sub-controller (or from the target field device). Therefore, due to the client/server specifications, we have replaced certain words with the "client" as a "main controller" and a "server" as "sub-controller".
The MODBUS server interface (or MODBUS backend interface) is designed to communicate with the user application in order to define and manipulate application objects.
TCP Protocol Management Layer
The MODBUS protocol messaging service provides functions to organize and control overall communication, including starting and ending, managing and controlling the byte flow over TCP protocol [1, 5] .
i. Connection Management: The MODBUS protocol is a messaging protocol that is employed in SCADA systems, and communication between controllers takes place via the TCP protocol. Therefore, a connection management module is required between these controllers. There are two ways in which the TCP connection is managed. One is when the user application itself manages the TCP connection and the other is when the connection is transparent to the user application and is managed by employing a management module. ii. By default, port 502 is used to listen to the MODBUS protocol communications over the TCP connections. However, some MODBUS applications may require distinct port numbers to listen to TCP traffic. Thus, the best solution is to allow the end-user to configure the TCP ports numbers according to the application specifications and the configuration facility provided by the MODBUS interfaces. In the case where distinct ports are employed and configured by particular applications to access protocol services over the TCP connections. A dedicated TCP port 502 is also available as an additional port number aside from the port(s) specified by the application. iii. Access Control Module: In a few critical scenarios, the internal, sensitive information of the field devices is accessible for un-authorized recipients. Therefore, a security module is required and needs to be implemented to provide protection against unknown participating hosts.
TCP/IP Stack Layer
The TCP/IP stack is used to parameterize the address, and connection management is used to provide distinct features to address the particular limitations in the MODBUS messaging system specification in order to manage flow control. Berkeley (BSD) sockets are typically used for such purposes [1, 5] .
Resource Management and Data Flow Control
In the MODBUS protocol messaging stack, a data flow control module is employed to manage incoming and outgoing data (or communication) flow between the main controller and a sub-controller and vice versa. At the start, the internal TCP manages the resource and data flow mechanism, and some additional data flow controls will be added with TCP internal control (or flow control) at the data link layer and user application layer [5] .
The following sections discuss security, byte control, and additional security features that are added as part of the cryptography buffer (CB) to improve the existing security of the MODBUS messaging protocol. After security development, the bytes are encapsulated in TCP/IP protocols in order to make it possible for these to travel over the network and/or the Internet.
Security Design and Development
In Figure 7 , a security development module is added before transmitting the MODBUS PDU to open networks or protocols. Open protocols/networks may suffer from several vulnerabilities during communication over the Internet [15, [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] . Therefore, the information needs to be kept as secure as possible as part of the normal operation of the system rather than depending on open and unreliable sources [22, 48, 49] . Figure 7 shows a security module (or security bytes) that are placed and designated as a new MODBUS security development module (NMSDM). The original size of the data is not limited (or fixed), however, the data size should be limited to 253 bytes, plus 7 bytes of the MODBUS application protocol header (MBAP) [1, 7, 22] . This means that each data unit contains 260 bytes that should be encapsulated in the payload and transported in the form of TCP packets. Two security developments have been made to secure the MODBUS protocol communications including unicasting and broadcasting. According to the communication requirements, security solutions are designed and deployed on PDU bytes. We assumed that PDU bytes have been secured before, and are insecure after developing security (solutions) [49] [50] [51] [52] [53] . The header bytes or the MBAP bytes are not accounted for during security deployment, and encrypted header bytes usually cannot be read at the target side (or remote side) and are also hard to manipulate during transmission. At the moment, we have employed three cryptography algorithms, including AES, RSA and SHA-2, to design and deploy security on the PDU bytes. However, this work is also open to deploy and test other cryptography algorithms, but communication requirements need to take into account the best performance analysis.
For MODBUS message unicasting, three algorithms including AES, RSA and SHA-2 have been employed to verify the security services (or parameters) including authentication, integrity, confidentiality and non-repudiation. Public key cryptography can be used since restricted time independency and transmission are carried out from node-to-node. In this study, however, asymmetric encryption is considered to be inappropriate for broadcasting communication because the numbers of the cryptographic keys (i.e., RSA private and public keys) would be required between the participating nodes in the testbed, and a certificate authority (CA) is required, which is one limitation of this study. The following steps are listed in order to deploy security on the PDU bytes, and proof is subsequently used to validate security.
i. At the beginning, the main controller initiates communication with the sub-controller, and the network nodes are configured and are known in advance, which restricts the unknown transmission entities.
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ii. The main controller uses the secret key (that is, one that is generated using the AES algorithm) to encrypt the PDU bytes. This key is also shared with the sub-controller through a secure channel connected between them. The output or encrypted PDU bytes are stored and are designated as 1 . The SHA-2 hashing function is also deployed on the PDU bytes to compute the hash digital of the bytes, and the results are stored and designated as 2 .
iii. The computed hash value (or 2 ) is treated with a private key (generated using the RSA algorithm) that forms a digital signature to verify the non-repudiation security parameter. The output or digital signature bytes are stored and are designated as 3 . Subsequently, the target public key (i.e., generated from the RSA algorithm) is employed to encrypt 1 and 3 . iv. Upon receiving at the target side, the target private key and the sender public key are used for decryption. The shared secret key is further used to decrypt 1 , and the SHA-2 hashing digest is computed to verify the integrity or to conclude that the contents of the message have not changed during transmission.
For the testbed, each node, such as the main controller and sub-controller, contains private and public key pairs from the RSA algorithm, shared secret key from the AES algorithm and a computed hash digest. During security development, designated cryptography algorithms are deployed, and the results are indicated in short form as 1 , 2 , and 3 .
For critical scenarios (e.g., device authentication, set alarms, device/system normally/abnormally offline and cases where the points are changing), the numbers of times that the main SCADA controller needs to broadcast a message to each and every node in testbed is known, and the network configuration is static, meaning that the number of network nodes is known in advance to avoid entry by new nodes or an unauthorized entity. In our case, the MODBUS message broadcasting cannot use asymmetric encryption (i.e., RSA algorithm), and since a number of communication nodes are configured in the SCADA/MODBUS testbed, the number of public and private keys is also required during transmission. Public key encryption has several benefits, including strong security protection against adversaries, providing digital signature and eradicating key distribution. However, the encryption/decryption processing speed is slow relative to that of symmetric encryption [54, 55] . In this study, we do not use the RSA algorithm but rather AES and hashing algorithms are deployed to improve the security of MODBUS messaging during a communication broadcast. However, the non-repudiation security service (or parameter) becomes a limitation of this communication scenario due to the absence of a digital signature.
The secret key is employed to encrypt the PDU bytes and the corresponding result is stipulated as 4 . The hash digest is then computed and designated as 5 to verify the integrity of the PDU (bytes). The message is then broadcast to the network, and each target node employs a shared secret key and a hash digest to verify the contents of the message. A minimal impact is computed during transmission because each target node employs a shared secret key and a hash function only.
System Model
In this section, the proposed security design and development is validated according to the Postulate 1 (MODBUS Message Unicasting) and Postulate 2 (MODBUS Message Broadcasting). More details now follow:
Postulate 1 (MODBUS Message Unicasting):
If there is a one-to-one function : ( ) = ( ), then the protocol bytes are accounted for during security development ( , , ) .
Preliminary cryptographic keys are generated and distributed in among the participating nodes. In our case, we have used a main controller and a sub-controller. The certificate authority (CA) is a limitation in this study, so keys are generated and distributed statistically over a secure channel established between the controllers. The cryptography keys are: → ( , ) as the secret key (Sc) shared between the main controller (MC) and the sub-controller (BC) encryption with index i, and → ( ( , ) , ( , ) )
as the main controller/sub-controller private (Pr) and public Keys (Pu) with index . SHA-2 hashing is defined as "H" and the setup as "SP". Two explicit indexes are defined as and to indicate security functions such AES and RSA and parameters such as secret keys, private keys and public keys. Table 3 summarizes the terminology employed in Postulate 1. Table 3 . Unicasting Security Terminologies.
Notations Description
One-to-one function that satisfied the security. 
Shared secret key (Sc) of the main controller (MC) and sub-controller (BC).
Define the numbers of private and public keys with index of j.
( ( , ) , ( , ) )
Distinct private key (Pr) and public key (Pu) of main controller (MC) and sub-controller (BC).
α = ∆
User defined pointer. Pointer that indicates the security function and its parameters followed by their index.
Eny/Dny
Encryption (Eny) and decryption (Dny).
In existing survey [21, 27, 29, [56] [57] [58] , number of potential attacks, such as Bytes Injection, Man in the Middle attack, Intercepted Information Replay, Abnormal Bytes Transferring, Brute Force Attack, Bytes Injection and Deletion, Shared Key Guessing Attack, Eavesdropping Attack, Key Cracking Attack, and others, were accounted that suffer the SCADA communication, as well as, a taxonomy of the MODBUS attacks has been conducted, and attacks are categorized into four main parts, including bytes interception, bytes interruption, and data modification [22] . As a consequence, we analyzed the potential attacks that are to be considered most harmful for SCADA/MODBUS communications in form of four main parameters, such as integrity, authentication, confidentiality, and non-repudiation. These security parameters are considered as a whole; rather than thoroughly explaining of each attack from each security parameter, but this limitation would be considered as future work.
The RSA algorithm provides strong authentication and confidentiality security services for sensitive information of a system (e.g., SCADA/MODBUS system). In-case, an attacker is residing in between the main controller and sub-controller and/or vice versa, and wants to stolen the sensitive information of SCADA/MODBUS communication by using attack tools (as described in Section 6) or by using other methods [27, 53, 59, 60] , the security development ( , , ) is required to decrypt the encrypted Message (M), and ( 1 , 2 , 3 ), which is not easy for attacker, as well as, he/she also required depth knowledge of MODBUS protocol. Table 4 summarizes the terminology that is employed in Postulate 2.
As consequence, symmetric encryption with the AES algorithm and hashing using the SHA-2 algorithm are deployed in order to secure the PDU bytes while the message is broadcast from the main controller to the sub-controllers in the testbed. The AES and SHA-2 algorithms provide authentication, confidentiality and integrity security services and protection from corresponding attacks during the broadcast transmission. In-case, there is an attacker that wants to launch the attacks (as described in Section 6) in between the broadcasting transmission while 1 has been broadcast to group (G). However, it is not easy to decrypt the 1 to original due to strong security development (of AES and SHA-2 algorithms), with the complicated knowledge of MODBUS protocol as a part of SCADA system. Asymmetric encryption (i.e., the RSA algorithm) is considered to be a better security approach than symmetric encryption (i.e., AES algorithm) and it also provides strong security against authentication and confidentiality attacks for SCADA/MODBUS transmissions. However, this study does not employ the RSA algorithm in the MODBUS broadcast mode due to the number of keys that need to be generate and need to be managed, so this limitation should be considered for future security development of the MODBUS broadcasting transmission. We applied and tested the RSA algorithm for MODBUS unicasting transmission where the PDU hashing value is computed, and the private RSA key is deployed on this hashing value to produce a digital signature of the PDU bytes in order to prevent non-repudiation attacks [22, 27, [60] [61] [62] [63] [64] [65] [66] . Table 4 . Broadcasting Security Terminologies.
Notations Description
: (BS )
Broadcasting (BT) function (f) computed on the set of bytes (BS) at sender(s) side. ′ : ′ { (BS ) } Broadcasting (BT) function (f) computed on the set of bytes (BS) at target side.
Mapping(MP) function(f)
BS (G )
Set of bytes (BS) received by each node (i) in group (G).
( , ∆, , ),
System setup (SS) with parameters such as nodes (i), index pointer (∆), group (G) and key counter (KC). ( ( , ) , H)
Shared secret key of the sender (S), and each node (i) and hashing (H).
( , )
Symmetric function ( ) and hashing function ( ).
Eny/Dny
Encryption (Eny) and decryption(Dny) Original protocol bytes.
1
Security bytes computed at the sender side by employing a symmetric function ( ) and a hashing function ( ).
∆
Pointer that indicates the security function and its parameters, followed by their index.
Cryptography Buffer
The proposed study implemented a cryptography-based security solution in the MODBUS messaging protocol before transmission to open protocols, such as TCP/IP protocols (over the Internet). In order to manage and control the overall security development, as well as to monitor the MODBUS messaging protocol and transmission, a cryptography buffer (CB) is proposed [67] . The CB contains variable bytes, and bytes are come in and out from the buffer according to the given requirements. However, according to our best analysis, the size of the buffer is considered to be of 30 bytes. In the MODBUS PDU, the size of the data is not limited, so we can employ 30 bytes for the data field. For example, if 200 bytes are defined in the data field, then we consider 270 bytes by including the CB buffer. For few cases, if the size of the data field is fixed [1, 5, 22] , then the CB also uses the bytes from the data field by fixing the bytes.
For example, a data unit = 253 bytes and MBAP = 7 bytes. Then, we reduce the data unit size to 230 and the MBAP bytes remain the same. However, the TCP protocol carries 260 bytes of MODBUS ADU as payload in its packet each time. Why do we use the data unit (data field) bytes? We need to consider CB as part of the protocol and not an external development. The cryptography buffer (CB) has been integrated at both sides and employs a number of fields with occupied bytes of variable lengths, as illustrated in Figure 8 . i. Byte Selector: The MODBUS protocol PDU has been constructed (or is ready) and becomes ready to transmit. The CB keeps track of these bytes as well as the security development bytes in its functional field, which are referred to as "Bytes Selectors". This defines how many bytes are constructed and proceed to the TCP protocol. As explained above, the TCP protocol carries 260 bytes of the MODBUS ADU as a payload in its packet.
Socket = listenConnectionTCP(Port 502);
Transmit (Socket, data); Close (Socket); ii. Key Sequence: The cryptographic keys are employed with unique sequences of numbers and are added in the key sequence counter. This counter keeps the track of the keys that are used or are being used by the main controller/sub-controller(s). iii. Padding: This field initially occupied two bytes of information and is deployed to define how the MODBUS message is constructed, and the remaining bytes are padded with zeros. iv. Optional Test: A byte function field that is usually deployed at the end to verify the contents of the message before transmission to protocols/networks. v. Critical and Non-Critical: Two byte fields that keep the information for abnormal and normal MODBUS communication. A short security code travels along a message that keeps information of the communication. This type of code is frequently employed when transmission occurs for a number of times that follow specific intervals. vi. Select Method: One byte of information is kept by this field and is used to change the security development according to the communications requirements, such as unicasting and broadcasting communications. vii. Acknowledgment: Here, an acknowledgment is treated as an exceptional message that is generated locally during development, such as when security is successfully implemented, and additional bytes are required from the dynamic storage, and security method is needed to change and for other purposes. viii. Source and Destination Addresses: In a few cases, the target node(s) are not able to read the encrypted information and the encrypted header bytes from the sender. Thus, an external header is transmitted to the target node along with the encrypted bytes (or message). These are fields with four bytes in length and are usually employed in the case of the MODBUS serial messaging.
ix. Dynamic Storage: This field contains 16-30 bytes of information and is considered to be a special case for the CB. As the name implies, the bytes are dynamically allocated to other fields of the CB according to demand. In potential attack scenarios, the attacks are not able to steal sensitive information of the MODBUS protocol due to the encryption, but information can be stolen from the header (or MBAP header). In this case, the MBAP header is also encrypted and an identical copy of the MBAP header is transmitted to the TCP protocol. Therefore, seven bytes are used from dynamic storage in order to provide an identical copy of the MBAP header. This is therefore a good approach to keep the header information secure from attackers, and another solution involves the use of a hashing algorithm. For example, the hash value of the header is computed and should be verified at the target side.
Testbed Setup and Measurement
A SCADA/MODBUS testbed (as illustrated in Figure 9 ) was designed to contain a specific number of nodes or sub-controllers (e.g., 16 nodes) configured with main controller, the messaging specification of the main controller and each node are followed by the MODBUS TCP/IP protocol. In other words, a new MODBUS security development module (NMSDM) has been installed in each node, including the main controller. The network configuration of the testbed is straightforward where sixteen nodes are connected with the main controller through three routers, such as Router 1, Router 2 and Router 3, Nodes 1-8 are connected with Switch 1 in Station 1, and Nodes 9-16 are connected with Switch 2 in Station 2. The unit identifier is employed in-place of the slave address field in the MBAP header and is employed to communicate with network devices, such as the switches and routers. However, networks paths are defined in advance to restrict unknown entities during transmission. If any new node needs to be added, it must first be registered at the main controller side (or in the routing group). The number of times MODBUS messages are transmitted between the participating nodes in the testbed and security is tested to validate developments. The messages are then computed with distinct MODBUS function codes, and security is implemented, encapsulated in TCP packets and transmitted to the network. On the other side, security is computed and verified to show an accurate transmission flow. The examples below are considered to define the MODBUS message function codes, security bytes in the request message and the corresponding security at the target side would be computed for verification. Example 1: ≪ 0x01, 0x1E, 0x2E, 0x3E ≫ ≪ 0x01, 0x1D, 0x2D, 0x3D ≫ Example 2: ≪ 0x02,0x1E, 0x2E, 0x3E ≫ ≪ 0x01, 0x1D, 0x2D, 0x3D ≫ In the above examples, the function codes 0x01 and 0x02 are employed to read coils and read discrete input. Codes 0x1E, 0x2E, 0x3E are security development codes at the main controller, and codes 0x1D, 0x2D, 0x3D are computed at the target side or are designated for decryption. The defined security codes are logical. However, we can verify the MODBUS TCP/IP communication flows by using [68] , and these are visualized in Figure 10 : Figure 10 . Transmission Flows.
The purpose of the testbed is to conduct attack scenarios during communications, such as unicasting and broadcasting, and to measure the performance of the attack detection and the corresponding security evaluation. In Figure 11 , the number of attack types and the corresponding attack tools are illustrated to establish abnormal scenarios in SCADA/MODBUS communications [22, 25, [69] [70] [71] [72] [73] [74] [75] [76] [77] [78] [79] [80] [81] . To validate the security development and its parameters, such as authentication, integrity, confidentiality and non-repudiation (in-case of unicasting communication), the corresponding attacks are launched and the system behavior is observed. For abnormal scenarios, wireless attack tools, such AirCrack, AirSnort, airpwn, and file2air, are also employed in the MODBUS wireless local area network (MODBUS Wireless Local Area Network (WLAN)) [71] [72] [73] 76, 77, [82] [83] [84] [85] [86] [87] , and this additional MODBUS testbed scenario (or wireless scenario) is conducted to examine the proposed security development and to evaluate the corresponding performance during the transmission of sensitive information of MODBUS protocol in the WLAN. In the testbed, attacks are launched 100 times to verify each of the security services (or parameters) as potential attack experiments. However, 50 experiments are sampled and are considered to be the most appropriate, meaning that we considered 50 successful experiments according to the best of our knowledge.
In Figures 12-15 , attacks are launched 50 times to verify the proposed security scheme for MODBUS unicast communication. The results indicate that one authentication attack and three confidentiality attacks were detected, and the remaining attacks (such as integrity attacks and non-repudiation attacks) did not interrupt communications. The total percentage of the attack detection in Figures 11-14 is 2%, and the corresponding security is computed at 98%. The calculated measurements are visualized in Figure 16 . The results of 150 experiments show that two authentication attacks were detected during experiment numbers 7 and 24, four integrity attacks were successfully detected during experiment numbers 8, 24, 40 and 47, and two confidentiality attacks were detected during experiment numbers 11 and 41. Based on the attack detection shown in Figures 17-19 , the total attack detection percentage is considered to be 5% and the corresponding security is of 95%, as illustrated in Figure 20 . However, non-repudiation service is not a part of MODBUS broadcasting communication. From the above, we can conclude that a significant level of security has been observed in MODBUS communications, even for abnormal or attack scenarios. To examine the results from Figures 16 and 20 , the number of times attacks are launched in the absence of security development is shown [25, 51, 88] . The computed measurements indicate 95% attack detection and a corresponding security of 5%, which are quite far from the results of this study. More comparisons of the performance are described in the section below.
Performance Evaluation and Comparison
This study provides a comparative account of a new security development for SCADA/MODBUS security and discusses its future development. The DNP3 user group has been trying to improve the security of the DNP3 protocol, but most of the work is in the development stage, the initial design of the DNP3 protocol was also without security concerns, similar to the MODBUS protocol [22, 50, 56, 57, 89] . Another security improvement has been made in the DNP3 protocol by reference [58] where the cyclic redundancy check (CRC) bytes were used and security development was taken into account to improve the security of the SCADA/DNP3 security. New functional fields were placed in the original DNP3 protocol frame. These fields are: a new security header, a sequence number and authentication bytes (or data). The session key mechanism is used to secure communication over the SCADA/DNP3 protocol, and the security computations are limited to an authentication and encryption. However, these methods are manipulated separately to verify the security services, such as authentication and confidentiality of the data [90, 91] . The analysis produced results that emphasized general security computations, without any formal security deployments, and examined proof and testbeds.
The analysis above allows us to conclude that security is important and needs to be deployed in the SCADA protocols rather than with end-to-end security tests and/or through commercial security software. The proposed research was conducted over a simulated environment that includes the MODBUS protocol model design and a new model deployment, and the measurements were taken into account and were examined to be the most approximate to the best of our knowledge.
Four main security parameters, including authentication, integrity, confidentiality, and non-repudiation, were considered to improve the security of the SCADA/MODBUS protocol and its communication. Cryptography algorithms were successfully deployed to compute the desired security and to verify the parameter as a whole. This means that each security attack from each security parameter was not thoroughly explained and needs to be considered as future work. However, the proposed security design is suitable for deploying and testing other cryptographic algorithms and it could be available as an open design for end users. In order to measure the security performance, a testbed is established (in Section 6) and attack scenarios were designed to disrupt the normal flow of communication, such as during MODBUS unicasting and MODBUS broadcasting. The performance computations were straight forward, and when approximate values are taken into account, the numbers of corresponding attacks for each security service (or parameter) are launched, and the potential influence of the attacks is observed. The security percentages for each communication were calculated according to the detection percentage of the attacks. As a consequence, the computed security of 98 percent (in-case of the MODBUS unicasting communication) and 95 percent (in the case of the MODBUS broadcasting communication) were comparatively high and inclusive in terms of the design and development in comparison to references [51, 58, 88, 90, 91] . Existing work was not conducted on the basis of producing the security computational percentages or following our inclusive scenarios, and few limitations are observed. A comparison is made in Table 5 on the basis of these limitations. However, the reference [88] conducted a study without deploying a cryptography buffer (or with a conceptual deployment) and transmission is limited to unicasting (or unicasting transmission). In general, several existing studies [91] [92] [93] [94] [95] [96] [97] [98] were conducted to deploy and improve security in SCADA systems using cryptography mechanisms. Most of these are based on client/server architecture as part of a SCADA communication system. Normally, the main controller is superior and performs supervisory control over the entire configured network (or SCADA network). The main controller initiates and sends a request message to field devices that are configured for the physical world, and these are authorized to generate and respond to the main controller according to a request. During transmission, the message is treated with security methods (or cryptography algorithms) to keep the message (or payload) secure from un-authorized users (or attackers) [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] 59, 99, 100] . However, these security developments [25, [29] [30] [31] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] are usually end-to-end based, meaning that security developments are not part of a SCADA system and its protocols, but rather that security is treated and computed as part of external component sources. The computed results are far away from our computed results. In conclusion, the approximate security lies in the range of 60 to 80 percent, which is comparatively low relative to the current research, which computed security results of 95 to 98 percent. Therefore, this study and others [25, [29] [30] [31] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] 59, [91] [92] [93] [94] [95] [96] [97] [98] 101, 102] conclude that security in any system should be significantly improved if a security mechanism can be a part of a system rather depending on an end-to-end approach. However, security developments are quite difficult to design and test inside of the protocol and the required depth knowledge of the protocol and other implementation details except security performance are more accurate and remarkable in these scenarios.
Significance of Research
There are many studies [22, 25, [29] [30] [31] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [91] [92] [93] [94] [95] [96] [97] [98] that have been deployed to secure communication for MODBUS protocol communication as well as SCADA/protocol communication. Most of these provide adequate security computation and performance, but cryptography based mechanisms can be considered to be the best approaches for computer networks (such as traditional, and real time networks). Therefore, the details of the security analysis indicate that cryptography-based mechanisms can provide security for the SCADA/MODBUS protocol. However, existing developments [22, [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] 69, [91] [92] [93] [94] [95] [96] [97] [98] [103] [104] [105] [106] [107] [108] [109] have not taken into account SCADA/MODBUS communications due to end-to-end limitations. Therefore, the proposed research identifies a new development in place of an end-to-end scheme. An assessment of the results can be used to conclude an improvement was made for the MODBUS protocol communication, and the proposed work is significant in terms of future potential for development as well as for other SCADA protocols, such as DNP3, Fieldbus, Profibus and International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) 60870-5-104.
Conclusions
In this study, we produced an efficient, inclusive security development that not only provided security for communication in the MODBUS protocol but also provides immense trends for future development and improvement of SCADA systems. We have selected, deployed, and tested the most prominent cryptography algorithms to conclude that the platform provides remarkable performance. However, this platform is also open to deploy and test other security algorithms in the area of cryptography. Therefore, according to the transmission demands, end-users are able to deploy security in the MODBUS protocol as a part of the SCADA system. For proof, formal proofs were generated, and the testbed setup was created to carry out attack scenarios that were designed. The corresponding performance was computed to substantiate the proposed scheme, and the performance was examined. However, cryptography keys were distributed in the absence of a certificate authority (CA), which will be considered as part of future work [102] .
